In this paper, the generalized countable L-compact sets and generalized Lindelöf 
Introduction and Preliminaries
In [2] ,Bai introduced the concept of generalized L-topological spaces, and studied the basic concepts and basic properties in generalized L-topological spaces. Following the lines of [2] , in [3] , Bai introduced generalized L-compactness. In this paper, our aim is to continue the research of generalized countable L-compact sets and generalized Lindelöf sets in generalized L-topological spaces.
Throughout this paper,
is a completely distributive De Morgan algebra and X is a nonempty set. X L is the set of all L-fuzzy sets on X .The smallest element and the largest element of X L will be denoted by 0 and1respectively.The set of non-unit prime elements [4] in L is denoted by ) (L pr .The set of nonzero co-prime elements [4] in L and family of a in L is denoted by ) (a a [5, 8] . Moreover for a in L, define
. Let L be a completely distributive De Morgan algebra, X be a nonempty set and δ be a collection of subsets of 
(called an L-valued Zadeh function or an L-fuzzy mapping or an L-forward power set operator),which is defined by
2.Generalized countable L-compactness
From the Definitions 2.1 and 1.6 we immediately obtain the following results.
Corollary 2.2. Every generalized L-compact set is generalized countably L-compact. 
.Thus µ has a finite subfamilyν which is an
Conversely,suppose every countable r -cover µ of A has a finite subfamily is
.With the method of dual above,it is easily to prove that µ is a countable r -cover of A .Supposeν is a finite subfamily of µ such that ν is an Proof. This is analogous to the proof of the theorem4.1(2) in [3] .
.To begin with,let us show
and
there is 
3.Generalized Lindelöf sets

